Academic departments labor under budget crunch

by Mike Cappadona

The departments of this college have been forced to deal with budget cuts that were made by the Administration at the beginning of the year. While some department budgets were hit harder than others, everyone has been feeling the pressure of supply, equipment and travel cuts. The following is a breakdown of how some departments have been affected by these cuts.

Department of Broadcasting, Speech, Communication, Dance and Theatre:

"For the most part, we were given sufficient warning by the Administration last year about the budget cuts," said Dr. Gerald Ratliff, chairperson of the department. "Our department was cut by about seven percent, said Mr. Richard H. Hodson, chairperson of the department. "Our budget cut was the least in the school at five to six percent across the boards." Humphrey went on to say that the area hit hardest was the equipment budget, although he was not sure of the exact amount of those cuts.

Department of Physics/Geoscience:

Supply money for this department was cut by about seven percent, said Mr. Richard H. Hodson, chairperson of the department. One area that has been cut back on is Xerox copies, which are usually handed out in large numbers. But the department will try to move larger numbers of photo copies into the Book Store to be sold. The travel budget, which was minimal to begin with, was also cut.

Chemistry Department:

"The chemistry department has a lot of fixed costs," said Dr. Brian Humphrey, chairperson of the department. "Our budget cut was the least in the school at five to six percent across the boards." Humphrey went on to say that the area hit hardest was the equipment budget, although he was not sure of the exact amount of those cuts.

Business Education and Office Systems Administration (BEOSA):

"Funds for travel have gone on to say that the area hit hardest was the equipment budget, although he was not sure of the exact amount of those cuts.

Department of Accounting, Law and Taxation:

Like most departments, the Department of Accounting, Law and Taxation has faced budget reductions in terms of supply money for this department was cut by about seven percent, said Mr. Richard H. Hodson, chairperson of the department. One area that has been cut back on is Xerox copies, which are usually handed out in large numbers.

SGA alcohol ad hoc chairperson resigns

by Shella Patnode

Susie Herbst, chairperson of the Ad Hoc Committee to reintroduce alcohol in the Ratt, resigned on Nov. 10. Rob Laratta, SGA legislator and a member of the committee, has been appointed to the position.

Herbst, who has been involved with the issue for the last year and a half, left her position eight days before the SGA's alcohol proposal, to be given to the Administration, was approved by the College Senate.

Herbst, a member of the SGA since the spring of 1990, said, "I'm student teaching now and I just don't have the time to give to the committee. They need someone available in the days and I can't be around." The department also faces a lack of funds to upgrade the computer system with state-of-the-art equipment, Cyrus said.

Department of Accounting, Law and Taxation:

Like most departments, the Department of Accounting, Law and Taxation has faced budget reductions in terms of supply money for this department was cut by about seven percent, said Mr. Richard H. Hodson, chairperson of the department. One area that has been cut back on is Xerox copies, which are usually handed out in large numbers.

"Funds for travel have been given to the Administration, SGA's alcohol proposal, to be given to the Administration, was approved by the College Senate.

"Funds for travel have been given to the Administration, SGA's alcohol proposal, to be given to the Administration, was approved by the College Senate.

"Funds for travel have been given to the Administration, SGA's alcohol proposal, to be given to the Administration, was approved by the College Senate.

Resident Assistant appealing termination

by Nancy Gannon

A resident assistant (R.A.) is appealing the recommendation that she be terminated due to an incident in which she was intoxicated on November 13. Iiona Tyktoski, 22, a Webster Hall R.A., was notified of this recommendation in writing by the Director of Webster Hall, Lynnette Harris. As stated in Harris's letter, the recommendation was made because Tyktoski's behavior is not exemplary of what a student leader should be.

As reported by Campus Police in last week's issue, Tyktoski was brought to Blanton Hall in an intoxicated state and semi-conscious condition by her sorority sisters, who live there. Campus Police called an ambulance, and she was taken to Mountainside Hospital, where she remained overnight for observation. She had become intoxicated at a sorority/fraternity mixer off campus in Belleville.

Campus Police reported that Tyktoski had consumed six 16 ounce glasses of punch on Nov. 13. Tyktoski says this in-
Phi Beta Sigma Frat Inc. presents their first annual Steps How Competition, Saturday, February 13, 1993 at the Newark Symphony Hall.

Class One Concerts presents Open Mike night on December 2 at 8:00 p.m. Admission is free.

CLUB presents, Winter Ball '92 "Midnight Magic", on December 10, 1992 from 7 p.m. to 12 p.m. Admission is Twenty dollars.

Looking for gifts for the holiday season? Don't go far! Delta XI Delta has the solution! Come by our table through Nov. 30- Dec. 1.

The Union for Lesbian/Gay, Bisexual concerns is holding meetings on Mondays at 4 p.m. in R.M. 413 in the Student Center.

INTERNATIONAL
A recent firebombing in Germany killed three Turkish immigrants. The attack has spurred a backlash of anti-racist discrimination. The attacks have been called neo-Nazi, but some Rightist leaders said that Germany can not keep admitting half a million immigrants into their country when the rest of Europe does not even admit a considerable fraction of that number into their respective nations.

Bangladesh was ravaged again by another cyclone. Many farms were not ready to be used since the last time a cyclone hit. The nation already has a poor economy, and this could be fatal.

Australia's Parliament voted to lift the ban that it had maintained on gays in the military.

A relief plane was held up by a group of teens armed with an anti-aircraft gun in Somalia. The plane's passengers were robbed of luggage, money and passports.

Former Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevermanadze was baptized into the Georgian Orthodox Church. The item is newsworthy because for years, as a Soviet leader he professed Atheism and has had a change of heart with the new openness and access to information.

NATIONAL
A man sought in the stabbing death of his wife 14 years ago was found by her grave with a self-inflicted gunshot wound to his stomach. He was subsequently charged with the murder of his wife. The man had eluded police and the FBI for a decade and a half.

A storm that brought flooding rains of up to 2 1/2 inches in our area ravaged parts of the south with tornadoes. Amazingly enough, in Cobb County, Georgia, the twisters did not hit the trailer parks but decimated a large portion of an upper class area of mansions and large homes. Several people were killed and injured throughout the south.

A disgusting runoff race for a Georgia Senate seat is being run between incumbent Wyche Fowler and long time career politician Paul Coverdell. The issues are being ignored, much like in the DoAmato-Abrams race in New York. Attack ads and mudslinging pervade Georgia media and characterizations of the race.

Ross Perot ended up placing second in two states, according to final vote totals. He placed second in Utah with 26% to Clinton's 24% and in Maine the tally was 38.7% for Clinton, 30.3% for Perot and 30.4% for Bush. Nationwide, Clinton got 43% to Bush's 38% to Perot's 19%.

LOCAL
Retiring U.S. House Representative Robert Roe said he would like to be the Transportation Secretary in the Clinton Administration. Senior manager of government relations of the 110,000 member engineering society said Roe would be the natural choice for the job.

The Education Law Center, a leading advocate for poor students, said it would seek a court injunction to stop the state GOP school funding plan from going into effect. The coalition said the plan would violate a Supreme Court decision that said our state funding of schools was inadequately distributing money to poorer towns and cities. The coalition feels the Republican plan differs very little from the former school funding plan provided by New Jersey.

The girl in the Glen Ridge rape trial had been treated for sexually aggressive behavior well before the alleged incident on March 1, 1989. Her mother gave the information during testimony. During the intense questioning by defense attorney Alan Zegas, a shouting match between the lawyers from both sides ensued, forcing the judge to warn the lawyers that another such outburst would warrant a contempt citation.

An unidentified woman stabbed a 36 year old Passaic man 3 times in the stomach after asking him for five dollars and being told he had no money.

CORRECTIONS
It is the policy of The Montclarion to correct errors. If you spot an error please contact the office at 893-5169.
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supplies and travel. But students who work for this department have also been directly affected. "Accounting lab students get paid $5 an hour for the tutoring," said chairperson Diane C. Schulz. "But because of the cuts, restrictions have been placed on their hours. The situation is very upsetting."

The department also had its secretary taken away due to the cuts. However, the Dean's Office has supplied a secretary for the time being. Promotions are going to be very few in number. The department is trying to keep down the number of adjuncts and lighten up the number of classes offered, Schulz said.

Sociology Department:

The cut in the adjunct budget has hurt this department. "Five general education courses had to be cancelled," said chairperson Dr. Laura Kramer. This cut will lead to 175 students per Dr. Laura Kramer. This had to be cancelled," said chairperson Dr. James Nash. "The promotion freeze has been hurting the department," Greenwald said. Because of this, the department has scaled back its number of course offerings. But the courses, although fewer in number, are more effective. "We are feeling a pinch," Greenwald said. "But it's been manageable."

English Department:

The promotion freeze has been hurting the department," said chairperson Dr. James Nash. "One secretary who is valuable to the department will not be up for promotion."

Nash said that the department has been authorized to hire two full-time faculty members to replace two who were lost over the summer. He added that supply and travel budgets, like other departments, have been severely curtailed.

Music Department:

"The budget cuts have hurt the Music Department drastically," said Mary Lynn Clemence, bookkeeper for the department. "There is usually a large account for instruments, and this year there is practically nothing." Clemence also stated that the necessary part-time help is not there because of the cuts.

Department of Environmental, Urban and Geographic Studies:

"It has come to the point that we have been told to charge students for the blue test books," said chairperson Dr. Harbans Singh. "There is no money for the department to buy these books."

When asked about the travel budget, Singh said that it was "very little to begin with. But if you want to have a strong department, you must be able to attend conferences."

The College Life Union Board Proudly Presents:

Winter Ball '92 "Midnight Magic"

Thursday, December 10, 1992

7:00 pm until Midnight at
The Hanover Marriott
Route 10, Whippany, NJ

$40.00 per couple / $20.00 per person

Price includes: sit-down dinner, hors d'oeuvres,
and four hour open bar (I.D. REQUIRED)

Tickets on sale at the Student Center Box Office beginning

Monday, November 30, 1992

C.L.U.B. is a class I organization of the SGA
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formation is incorrect.

"Remember drinking 2-3 glasses. I know there was alcohol in the punch, but I didn't know there was both grain alcohol and vodka in it. I could barely taste it," she said.

Tykotski said she felt fine, not even "buzzed" for the two hours she was at the party. She went from being completely sober to completely drunk. "After 11-40, I have total loss of memory," she said.

Tykotski was told that she fell downstairs twice in between the party and Blanton Hall, hitting her head both times. Her friends agreed with Campus Police that she should go to the hospital.

Since she received the recommendation letter last Thursday, she has appealed her case to both the Residence Life and Administrators.

"I'm being held accountable for my actions while I was unconscious. I did not choose to go to Blanton. Not only was I intoxicated, but badly injured," she said.

According to Tykotski, she may be terminated not because she was drunk, but because she was in that condition on campus.

"I did not consciously violate any campus policies. I am of age to drink. I was not drinking on campus, I was injured and I was not acting as an R.A.," she said.

According to Constance Ford, the Associate Director of Residence Life, the situation is being reviewed.

Ed Martin, Dean of Student Affairs, expressed his concern about the situation.

"It is so important to make absolutely certain of what you're drinking in any social setting," Martin said.

Regarding Tykotski's appeal, Martin said, "This is a difficult matter to resolve, but I hope that everyone involved can come to a fair and equitable solution."
Controlled Substances (CDS) - Crack  11/18/92 An employee of Alden Food Service found a small glass vial with a white crystal-like substance in the men's bathroom in the Blanton Cafeteria. Field tests on the substance were inconclusive.

Paraphernalia  11/24/92 A patrolling officer found a pipe commonly used to smoke CDS left in the lobby of Richardson Hall at 2 a.m. The pipe was photographed and taken for evidence. No suspects are reported at this time.

Theft From MV  11/17/92 A female student reported that her car was stolen from Lot 25 between 2 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Theft From MV  11/20/92 A patrolling officer found that a car had been broken into but no property was stolen. It was parked between 1 a.m. and 4 a.m. in Lot 24.

Theft  11/23/92 An employee reported that cash was stolen from her purse in a locked office. The theft occurred between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. on 11/19/92.

Burglary - Theft  11/19/92 A female resident of Blanton Hall reported that a Greek banner and uninvited resident looking at her. She noticed that while returning to her apartment at 6:30 p.m., she saw a male talking on the phone by the office. She went to her apartment and adjusted her bedroom curtain and saw the same male standing behind her apartment looking at her. She noticed that he had a bottle of alcohol in his hands. She turned the lights off in her room and notified a friend. They saw the male leave the area. Responding officers did not find the male in the area. A description was taken of a white male, with brown hair, of a medium height and weight, who was wearing steel rim glasses and a yellow jacket.

False Public Alarm  11/17/92 Blanton Hall’s fire alarm was activated by a pull station on the third floor. An RA claims that a resident saw who had pulled it and named an illegal visitor who was a non-student. The resident was not able to be interviewed. Shelley Jackson, Director of Clove Road, reported that the criminal has been banned from Blanton since 11/10/92. The resident denied that the criminal had been in the building. On 11/19/92, an investigating officer interviewed the resident but she said that she did not see the criminal pull the station box. He was on the floor in a different wing from which the box had been pulled.

Criminal Mischief to MV  11/20/92 A resident of Clove Road reported that the hood and door of a car was damaged while parked between 11/13/92 and 11/16/92.

Criminal Mischief  11/22/92 A Blanton resident reported that someone defaced and urinated outside of his dorm room. He believes that it was done because of his "Pro Death-Anti Church" beliefs which are posted on his door. Vandalism had been going on for the past week. He suspects residents across the hall may be involved because of their Pro-Life stand.

Criminal Mischief to MV  11/23/92 A Clove Road resident reported that she had parked her car in Lot 29 and witnessed a blonde white male pulling up next to her car, breaking a window and fleeing the area. The suspect was in a black Nissan. No other information is available at this time.

Fight/Terroristic Threats  11/17/92 A student resident and basketball counselor reported a fight in the gym during open recreation basketball. During the fight when the counselor told the combatants that he was going to call the police, one of the combatants said, "I'll take you out and any officer that responds." Responding officers were confronted with a very angry combatant, who reportedly said, "I'm going to get my piece (slang for gun)." The other combatant left the area before being identified. Neither combatant appeared to be interested in filing criminal charges.

Suspicious Person  11/20/92 A female resident of Clove Road reported that while returning to her apartment at 6:30 p.m., she saw a male talking on the phone by the office. She went to her apartment and adjusted her bedroom curtain and saw the same male standing behind her apartment looking at her. She noticed that he had a bottle of alcohol in his hands. She turned the lights off in her room and notified a friend. They saw the male leave the area. Responding officers did not find the male in the area. A description was taken of a white male, with brown hair, of a medium height and weight, who was wearing steel rim glasses and a yellow jacket.

Criminal Mischief  11/22/92 A Blanton resident reported that someone defaced and urinated outside of his dorm room. He believes that it was done because of his "Pro Death-Anti Church" beliefs which are posted on his door. Vandalism had been going on for the past week. He suspects residents across the hall may be involved because of their Pro-Life stand.

Criminal Mischief to MV  11/23/92 A Clove Road resident reported that she had parked her car in Lot 29 and witnessed a blonde white male pulling up next to her car, breaking a window and fleeing the area. The suspect was in a black Nissan. No other information is available at this time.

Fight/Terroristic Threats  11/17/92 A student resident and basketball counselor reported a fight in the gym during open recreation basketball. During the fight when the counselor told the combatants that he was going to call the police, one of the combatants said, "I'll take you out and any officer that responds." Responding officers were confronted with a very angry combatant, who reportedly said, "I'm going to get my piece (slang for gun)." The other combatant left the area before being identified. Neither combatant appeared to be interested in filing criminal charges.
Tis' the season

The New Jersey Ballet is celebrating the 100th anniversary of Tchaikovsky’s beloved work, “The Nutcracker,” in three student performances on Wednesday, Dec. 9 at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m., and on Thursday, Dec. 10 at 10 a.m. It will be held at the William Center which is located in Rutherford. Originally performed in 1892, as “The Nutcracker and the King of Mice,” Tchaikovsky’s brilliant score has made the ballet a classic. The New Jersey Ballet is celebrating this special anniversary with a fully staged production. Admission is $6 per person. Please call the Williams Center box office at (201) 939-2323 for reservations and information.

Arts & Entertainment

Putting the "Fu" back into"Fun"

Rappin' with Fuschnickens

by Chris Miguel

Chip Fu. Moc Fu. Poc Fu. No, they’re not the daily specials on a Chinese take-out menu. They’re three of the freshest new artists on the rap circuit, and they’ve banded together under the name Fuschnickens. With their debut album on Live Records, F.U. Don’t Take It Personal, and their first hit single, “I’m a True Fuschnick,” “thirsties” from Brooklyn is cutting up the wax and throwin’ down the hottest rap this side of the Atlantic Coast.

Fuschnickens appeared at the Memorial Auditorium last Monday night opening for the Soup Dragons, Tom Tom Club, and James as a last minute replacement for Black Sheep (who left the tour because they felt “they weren’t making any money,” according to Class One Concerts Producer Jim Lloyd). Of course, they almost didn’t appear because they called up two hours prior to the concert saying they were on Exit 1 on the NJ Turnpike. Luckily, they arrived just in time to commence the evening’s festivities.

After their performance, I had a chance to talk to them in their dressing room. The three young men in T-shirt and baggy jeans were sprawled out on their chairs from the exhaustion of their set, but they still had the energy to enlighten the public about who they are and what they are all about.

Chip: Fuschnickens means “For unity of many styles, lyrical techniques and verbal tactics which we have mastered.” We just derived the name to let the people know about the many styles which we could kick...just a lot of styles fused together to come up with our own unique style.

Each rapper has a personal arsenal of rap styles which they blend together into a sound all their own. For example, Chip uses substitution, speed rap/speed chanting, rhyming backwards and forwards, “sing-a-long-o’sixcense,” and a style he calls “problem,” which he says is just complex rhyming. As for the other two:


Moc: I use the dog pound sound, “obnoxious”... and I just kick various styles, different cuts and cuts, different phrases like “gaggo gaggo nanu nanu.”

The three have known each other since their childhood, Chip and Poc growing up together, and then meeting Moc in high school. They then began their careers in earnest about six years ago. According to Chip, it was a hard road to go from doing shows to getting signed to Live Records, which is home to artists such as Tribe Called Quest, Kris Kross, Too Short, Boogie Down Productions and Jazzy Jeff and The Fresh Prince. “We went to different clubs and performed for free. We had a lot of competitions that we entered. We did our best and came out on top. Performing for free may sound drastic, almost desperate, but Chip explains the group’s sound philosophy: “When you do shows for free, it’s beneficial to you. No matter how you look at it, there could be a hundred people in the crowd that never heard of Fuschnickens. And that night they’ll hear about it, and they’ll go out and buy the album. It’s... promotional.” It seems their promotional ventures have been successful, as they’ve toured all over America, Canada, and even Europe with artists like the Beastie Boys, Kris Kross, and BDP. Commenting on audience response overseas:

Poc: To me, they appreciate music more than the lyrics.

Chip: I think it’s the language barrier but also... you have this Hispanic guy and two black guys in the group. Obviously, you get them up on stage and you get a mixed crowd, everybody’s gonna listen ‘cuz they wanna know “How did this group come together?” What type of message do those three individuals have?...” Basically, we don’t have a message... we just come together and have fun.

Over a period of six months of touring, Fuschnickens still had the time and energy to write and record their album. About the process:

Poc: It’s not hard, but it’s not easy, because our music is complex. We try to fuse it together...

Moc: Lyrical styles, verbal styles, rhyming styles. That’s what we display; that’s the whole point of our music - flow in different notes, different types of rhymes, add, over, double.

Their hard work seems to have paid off, and success is now an afterthought to the group. I asked if they were surprised about their level of success and how they think the public has responded to them:

Chip: When we came out, we left people wondering. It’s like... with this video, we display a different style or skill, so people wonder, “What is this group basically about?” We had a promo video out, lettin’ people get a glimpse of us. And it just kept them wondering, and when we came out, (people said) “Oh, these guys are totally different,” because everybody was expecting to hear a reggae oriented album. We just fused that style with the rest of the styles we have.

As with most hip hop artists, sampling is a given when recording a song. It’s the very backbone of the industry. What with the controversy over copyright infringements and artists suing other artists, there is a great need to set the record straight, to define the nature and legal boundaries of sampling. Poc and Moc have their own views on the subject:

Poc: I don’t see why a lot of these artists are... suing people over the use of a rap or a beat... cause they’re keepin’ their music alive as well as creating something different. If that was me, I’d feel flattered to know somebody was samin’ my music.

Moc: Basically, I feel the same way. If you got music and you want people to always remember your music, when new groups come out and (sample) your music, your music will always be goin’ on forever and ever.

And with the success and growing popularity of Fuschnickens, people will remember them as part of the new vanguard of the hip hop wave for years to come.
It’s not who you know, it’s who you blow.

Welcome to Hollywood.

Interesting beginning, I know, but you will soon see my point. Tom Arnold, Roseanne’s husband, is getting his own show. May joy and rapture envelop the airwaves. Whoop-de-doo. Is this guy deserving of a television show?

He’s willing to put up with the long hours and actually attempt to do a decent job with it? Can the schmucklehead even act?

Nonetheless, Tom is getting his own show. It doesn’t take a degree in astrology to realize that he does not have this job because he’s hitched to, pound for pound, the most popular woman on television.

There are other cases (to numberous to mention) where nepotism plays a part in television. Tori Spelling, daughter of television mogul Arron Spelling, is a star on her daddy’s own hit show, Beverly Hills, 90210. Carrie Fisher, who strapped two danishes to her head and played Princess Leia, is the daughter of two Hollywood major names. Tell me that they didn’t throw their weight around (no pun intended, Roseanne). However, these two at least can act. Tori may not win an Academy Award, but she’s decent. Carrie has five movies I can name right off the top of my head to her credit, and all of them box office successes. Tom Arnold is getting a show because Roseanne is tossing her curlers into her market worth around to get her hubby a job. While this might seem admirable (hey, if I knew someone in show business, I’d like them to let me a zillion dollar job, too), I can’t abide by the gross use of her value to ABC.

Welcome to Hollywood.

Music Notes
by Alex Castino

Ozzy Osbourne played the last date of his “No More Tours” outing last week in Orange County, California. According to the metal madman this was to be his last appearance on stage. The show was opened by Black Sabbath with ex-Judas Priest vocalist Rob Halford. In the show’s finale Osbourne joined the original members of Sabbath for a 50 minute reunion. Osbourne stated that he may return to the music business again not as Oszy, but as John Michael Osbourne.

The December 3 Ministry, Sepultura, Helmet show has been moved from Madison Square Garden to the smaller Paramount Theater on the same date.

This week rapper Ice Cube released his latest LP, The Predator. The first single will be for the song “Wicked” which also has a video that includes Red Hot Chili Peppers Anthony Kiedis and Flea.

The Black Crowes filmed a video for “Sometimes Salvation” in New York’s Times Square with French director Stefan Sednoui. Sednoui is known for his work with the Red Hot Chili Peppers on the “Give it Away” video.

In correction of last week’s article, Nirvana’s Incesticide will not be a new LP from the band, only a collection of B-sides and unreleased live tracks. It will be in stores on December 15.

MAINSTAGE THEATRE SERIES
Department of Broadcasting, Speech Communications, Dance and Theatre presents
Anton Chekhov’s
THE SEAGULL
December 3, 4, 5 and 10, 11, 12 at 8 p.m. and matinees on the 4th and 13th at 2 p.m.
In the Studio Theatre

TICKETS:
Faculty/Staff $6
Students $3.50
For more Information, call 893-5112
A mind-scrambling experience

Another vampire movie you ask? Be warned, Francis Ford Coppola’s version of the Bram Stoker classic is unlike any other film depiction of the vampire legend you have seen. Coppola, who has directed such film classics as Apocalypse Now and The Godfather, is at his best here. He takes the audience on a ride into the dark recesses of the mind and never lets go with stunning visuals and nightmarish images that seem to escape any rational definition. Unlike the 1922 version of the novel by F.W. Murnau entitled Nosferatu and the 1931 Tod Browning version starring Bella Lugosi, Coppola’s version has remained faithful to the vision Stoker intended in his novel. The film is set mostly in London in the year 1897, as is most of the novel aside from the visit to Castle Dracula by Jonathan Harker, with James V. Hart’s screenplay remaining faithful to Stoker’s vision.

The one variation on the original work that Coppola added in his version is the extraordinary pre-credit sequence that takes place in Transylvania shortly after the fall of Constantinople to the Turks in 1462. It is here that Coppola presents his interpretation of the origin of the vampire legend. With stunning visuals and graphic depictions of warfare, we learn of Count Dracula’s descent into the world of vampires. After returning home from battle and finding his beloved wife Elisabeta has committed suicide because of a trick by the Turks, Dracula renounces God and swears to live on in death to take revenge in the blood of the living.

Gary Oldman (JFK, Sid and Nancy) gives a stunning performance as the Count which at times has the audience pitying Dracula. The performances of all the actors are excellent and Oldman deserves an Oscar nomination for his portrayal of Dracula, the film stands solely on the stunning visual effects and the atmosphere developed by Coppola throughout the movie’s two hours. Images flash upon the screen that leave the viewer bewildered and startled at the same instant. The film seems to unhinge the minds of those who watch it with sequences of violence and symbolism that Coppola thrusts forth with all of his brilliance. Perhaps the best way to view the film is to understand how Coppola’s version is a warning that this movie is one of visual intensity instead of violence.

The dizzying vision that is Coppola’s Dracula should be viewed knowing that there may be boundaries to the reality of the world, but that in terms of literature and film reality may be distorted or eradicated in order to present our minds with other possibilities or visions of our own world. Bram Stoker presented his distortion of the world’s reality with the macabre images presented in his classic novel and Coppola has built upon them with a stunning motion picture that leaves you feeling drained and refreshed at the same time.

DISEASES OF MERCY • DON HENLEY • PATTI LABELLE • LYLE LOVETT and GEORGE BROWN • THE LONE WOLF • JOHN PAGANO

FREE INTRODUCTORY MEDITATION WORKSHOPS

Bring happiness and beauty into your life. Learn to Meditate!

Mondays

7:30PM - 9:00PM
Nov 23 & 30
Dec 7 & 21

Saturdays

11:00PM - 12:30PM
Nov 28
Dec 19

The Unitarian Church, 67 Church Street, Montclair, New Jersey

(This program is specifically designed for those 18 to 29)

For additional information and schedule of events at other NJ locations please call: (609) 722-8343
Congratulations to the Alpha Class of Sigma Sigma Sigma

Jenny Barbosa Dana Bieski Tara Champ Jill Dunning Nicole Dunning Krissy Fiorilla Gina Giordano Melissa Kunz Liz Mihaljevic Kristine Montalvo Heather Palmer Stacey Pett Jenn Spalletta Charlene Tomkins Debbie Tomkins

Thank you for being our first new member class. We Love You and know you will continue to represent our sisterhood and make us proud.

Love,
the sisters of
Sigma Sigma Sigma

Earth Care ‘92
December 4th (9 am-1 pm)
Choose from 15 different free environmental workshops
(Workshop times 10 am, 11 am & noon)

TOPICS
• Population Control
• Ocean Pollution
• Rainforests
• M.I. Wetlands
• Animal Rights

AND MUCH MORE!

Come learn how you can make a difference!

COME FOR ONE WORKSHOP,
OR STAY FOR THE ENTIRE SEMINAR.

FOR MORE INFO, CALL 893-5102,
OR STOP BY RM 120 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX

CONSERVATION CLUB IS A CLASS I ORG. OF THE SGA

FREE!
Class One Concerts
is sponsoring a free
OPEN MIC NIGHT
on
Dec. 2nd

at 8:00 p.m. in Rm. 126 of the Student Center(registration room).

SIGN UP NOW OUTSIDE RM. 117
OF THE STUDENT CENTER ANNEX
TO SHOW OFF YOUR TALENTS
OR JUST SHOW UP ON DEC. 2nd!

Don’t Be A Turkey
Sign Up Before Thanksgiving for SPRING BREAK '93 CANCE UN BOOK NOW!!! LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE $75.00 Will Hold Your Seat
Campus Get-Aways 1-800-2-CANCUN
The Brothers and Rho Roses of Sigma Phi Rho Fraternity Inc. would like to wish you and yours a festive and safe Thanksgiving. Support Thanksgiving Food Drives to help the less fortunate.
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You reap what you sow

MSC students are hungry for an education and the administration has very little to feed them. Once again, many departments in our fine institution of higher learning have suffered budget cuts that were made by the administration in the beginning of the year due to the lack of funding by state government. It’s true that funding cannot be created when there is no capital to back it, but after several consecutive years of budget cuts it is becoming increasingly difficult for this college to provide a quality education for its students.

However, the lack of educational funding that plagues this country at every level is a problem with a troubled past and a bleak future. Our federal government has pledged itself in recent years to fighting drug wars and protecting economic interests through military intervention in other countries, yet it has placed little value or economic support in the education of young Americans. If the United States wants to remain the economic superpower of the world it must have an educated work force in order to do so.

Education is an investment in the future. Quality education demands that students be provided with state-of-the-art equipment and teachers who are equipped not only to provide information about the past, but suggestions and hypotheses for the future. In order to do this, American leaders must recognize the grave importance in providing money not only to purchase computers for student use, but to also provide the instruction and training to make every student in this country computer literate. Only by recognizing and fulfilling this need can American students begin to play ‘catch up’ with other student populations throughout the world who far surpass us in technological knowledge.

In addition, it is critical that American teachers do not become stagnant in their own knowledge. It is of utmost importance the faculty be provided with opportunities to learn and share new information in their fields. Professors who do not update the information they learned while getting their masters degree in 1964 are of little assistance to college students who are preparing to enter the workforce in 1992. This is not to say that professors do not possess valuable knowledge that is important for students to learn; however, just as students must constantly learn, so must teachers.

Most faculty members who commented on the budget cuts at MSC maintained that their departments are “making do” with the shrinking resources with which they are provided. Is this what American education has come to? Making do?

College costs continue to rise and the quality of college education continues to decline in this country. Granted, finding a cure for our ailing education system in the U.S. is a monumental task, but one that American leaders must cease to shrug off. At the same time, those of us who continue to bear the burden of this neglect must refuse to comply with our government’s “make do” policy for education. Stagnation serves no one.

We are feeling a pinch, but it’s been manageable.

Quote of the Week

“...”

Dr. Martin L. Greenwald, p. 1
Swartz neglects facts in Rosenbaum case

Although Matt Swartz may claim to be right, it appears that his self-serving definition of right is neither semantically correct nor seemingly advantageous. Matt Swartz’s recent indecorous column comparing the Rosenbaum and King cases is so blatantly devoid of factual support that it cannot be correct. Clearly, correct and right are not synonymous in Matt Swartz’s column.

Swartz’s basic conclusion is that the verdict in the Nelson case is far more outrageous than the verdict in the Koon et al. case. (Note: This is how cases should be characterized—by the names of the defendants, not by the names of the victims.) This is untrue.

First, in the Koon et al. case, the prosecution possessed a videotape of the incident in question. No such videotape exists in the Nelson case. Second, in the Nelson case, the police fully cooperated with the district attorney and provided the bulk of the evidence against the defendant. In the other case, a wall of blue silence thwarted the prosecution at every stage of the prosecution.

Third, in the Koon et al. case, the defense, with the able-bodied assistance of a pro-defense judge, were able to obtain a change of venue to an almost all-white suburb of Los Angeles. In the Nelson case, the defense was saddled with one of the most well-known prosecution judges in New York City. A change of venue was obtainable in that case. Moreover, Justice Rappaport, at every stage of the trial, made diligent efforts to thwart the defense case. Indeed, Rappaport refused to allow any mention of one of Nelson’s strongest defenses to the murder charge—i.e. that Rosenbaum’s death was due to gross negligence of the hospital, which treated his wounds and not the wounds themselves.

Fourth, in the Koon et al. case, both by requesting a venue change and their actions during jury selection, the defense attempted to exclude all African-Americans from the jury. In the Nelson case no one has suggested that the defense attempted to exclude Jews from the jury.

Fifth, the defendants in the Koon et al. case had the financial resources to hire a team of high-priced, experienced attorneys as well as a full investigative team. Nelson, lacking any funds, had a relatively inexperienced court-appointed solo practitioner without an investigative team.

Clearly, it is to Mr. Lewis’s credit that he was able to overcome these obstacles and secure a verdict in his client’s favor. Contrarily, the members of the defense bar fully expected that the attorneys in the Koon et al. case would obtain acquittals for their police officer clients.

At first glance, it appears as if the verdict in the Nelson case was unpredictable. The media helped to fuel this viewpoint by prejudging Nelson as guilty. As a result, the media presented a slanted picture of the evidence against Nelson. Perhaps, it is on the basis of this distorted picture that Mr. Swartz reaches his erroneous conclusion. Let’s look at the facts.

In his column, Mr. Swartz contends that Rosenbaum was "the first Jew they saw." This is an obvious error. Several hours elapsed between Gavin Cato’s death and the incident involving Yassiel Rosenbaum. Swartz contends that as soon as "they saw the Jew, they attacked him and savagely murdered him." How does Mr. Swartz explain the eyewitnesses who testified that Rosenbaum, a member of the Haides Security Force with a black belt in karate, left his vehicle voluntarily and precipitated the incident by attacking a member of the crowd?

Swartz then contends that Rosenbaum’s blood was found on Nelson’s clothes, money and knife. This would have been very damaging evidence except for one important fact—there was no such evidence offered at the trial. The blood in question could not be conclusively tied to Rosenbaum. Additionally, no physical evidence (i.e. fingerprints) tied the knife in question to Nelson. The police testified that a knife was found on Nelson’s person; Nelson denied this contention.

Further, Swartz contends that Rosenbaum identified Nelson at the scene. However, Swartz neglects to mention that initially, Rosenbaum told the police that he could not identify any of his attackers. Moreover, the only description which he provided was de minimus at best (black male with red shirt). The police, in turn, made a sweep of the neighborhood, seizing every man with long hair in an unconventional manner? Why? Because they were told that it was wrong to be seen anything but good, and now that bad had side had taken over in an equal extreme. This is not to say that fundamentalism or Mormonism produces Satanic. It is merely an example of what can happen if we spend our lives hiding from our bad side.

People can do a lot of damage in the name of good. Take the issue of censorship. It is a mistake for groups like the Parent’s Music Resource Center (PMRC) to try to censor rock music. Certain types of rock music can be healthy outlets for negativity. When I get violently angry at someone, I think it is far more acceptable to go home and listen to a group with a contemptible name and even more contemptible lyrics than to blow up the house of the person I’m angry with. God knows I’ve felt like it sometimes.

The bottom line is: don’t judge a book by its cover... honey. And what about hair color? When I had bleach/blonde hair I also had a lot of men looking for dates. These same men were surprised and disappointed when they also discovered I had a brain in my head. When I had black hair, I was regarded as some kind of freakish deviant by most establishments I came in contact with. Again, these problems disappeared when I changed my hair color to brown. I am the same person, but have been judged three different ways based on my appearance.

Why do people place so much emphasis on how a person looks? Are people really so shallow and materialistic as to believe that how you look outside reflects what you are inside? Maybe it’s a Cartesian dualism thing. People have been taught that you can be either/or either/nothing immoral conserva¬tive or a licentious radical. How can someone be both? It’s very simple. Human beings have both positive and negative traits, or a non-existent one. In general, I am someone who happens to be neither one nor the other. I spend our lives hiding from our bad side.

As someone who happens to be both, I pride myself on being a source of confusion for many individuals. How can someone be both? It’s very simple. Human beings have both positive and negative traits, or a non-existent one. In general, I am someone who happens to be neither one nor the other. I spend our lives hiding from our bad side.

People can do a lot of damage in the name of good. Take the issue of censorship. It is a mistake for groups like the Parent’s Music Resource Center (PMRC) to try to censor rock music. Certain types of rock music can be healthy outlets for negativity. When I get violently angry at someone, I think it is far more acceptable to go home and listen to a group with a contemptible name and even more contemptible lyrics than to blow up the house of the person I’m angry with. God knows I’ve felt like it sometimes.

The bottom line is: don’t judge a book by its cover... honey.
LETTER...

Security is problem in America

I found Trish Barker’s column entitled, “Security Leads to Blindness” very interesting. Actually, I agree. Security leads to a lot more than blindness; it also leads to ineffectiveness, boredom, and stagnation. Let me make my point using my own religion, Judaism, as an example.

First, let me say that I care very much about my religion. I often feel that security leads to my Christian co-workers. Since I started fighting with them I’ve gotten even more interested in learning about Judaism, but I’ve also noticed that most of my fellow Jews don’t share my interest. I’m talking mostly about Conservative and Reform Jews; the country has indeed seen how passionate the more religious Jews are.

Jews. Their concern for the Yankel Rosenbaum case is an example.

What I’m talking about is what Rabbi Meir Kahane, the founder of the Jewish Defense League, called the Jewish Establishment. The leaders and members of the various organizations that deal with the problems of anti-Semitism and the lack of Jewish identity in our community. The problem with the Jewish Establishment is security.

The Jews as a nation have been attacked by too many different people, from the Biblical days to the present, that I always had a hard time keeping track of them all in Hebrew school. In the United States we all have the constitutional right to practice our religion, whatever it may be. However, like most Americans, we get lazy unless we are actually being threatened. We feel so secure in our constitutional right to freedom of religion that we don’t put that freedom to use.

As a result, the majority of Jewish organizations send letters, information, etc. to a Jewish population that just doesn’t care. They hold dances which very few people attend and hold meetings helplessly trying to understand why no one shows up at any events. Yes people, there is a Jewish Student Union on campus. If my older brother hadn’t gone to Montana State before me I doubt I would have thought that something is wrong.

Security is the problem. It’s something in the American make-up. We need someone to kick us and the world just goes on.

Lisa Cohn
English

RECORD FROM PAGE 11

they had arrested a suspect. So, the question becomes how reliable was Rosenbaum’s subsequent in extremis identification of Nelson?

In addition, Swartz makes much out of the fact that Nelson allegedly confessed. However, he failed to note that the phantom confession only exists in the words of the police. There is neither a written confession nor a videotaped one. Such is not the norm in New York City. Oral confessions are routinely reduced to writing and then given to the purging perpetrator to sign. The failure of the police to provide any verification of the alleged oral confession seriously casts dispersions on its authenticity.

Therefore, contrary to Swartz’s conclusion, the Rosenbaum case was in no way an open and shut case. There were real questions whether Nelson committed the acts in question. Furthermore, the fact that Nelson had no prior criminal record and no history of violent behavior also strongly suggested that he was innocent. Indeed, it was well known in the Crown Heights community that Nelson was a convenient scapegoat who had been framed by the authorities.

Therefore, in sum, the verdict in the Nelson case was not outrageous when one looks at all the facts. In the light of the obstacles placed before the defense, the verdict was surprising; however, it was not outrageous. What is outrageous is the pro forma police investigation which has allowed Rosenbaum’s actual assailants to go scot free and the failure of the community to assist the police investigation.

Finally, it is outrageous for a journalist who does not know all the facts to convict someone in the press. Visceral reactions about Jewish support are very dangerous. They have the capacity to fuel the very lynch mob mentality which the journalist purports to condemn. A journalist has the obligation to do the research and know the facts before offering an opinion. The above cited facts have been culled from a prominent New York defense attorney familiar with the case.

Simple sexual behavior rules can help prevent AIDS

AIDS is a terrible and deadly disease caused by the HIV virus and unfortunately there is not cure for this disease or any disease caused by a virus including the common cold. An estimated 12 million people worldwide may have the virus and the AIDS virus doesn’t discriminate either. Just ask Magic Johnson, Arthur Ashe, Rock Hudson, Princess Mercury, Liberace and others who are white, black, Jewish, Catholic, Hispanic, Japanese, Moslem, European, African, etc. This disease was not created by a white, Jewish doctor to exterminate all the gays and blacks in the world. Unfortunately, some of these people only want to create anger and hatred claim they have some invisible proof that excludes “it is a cover up.” Other people, just as ignorant, claim that this disease is from God to punish all the gays and drug users.

First of all, AIDS is a deadly disease, but compared to other sexual diseases, heart disease and cancer the numbers in these diseases for outnumber those with AIDS. In the United States alone, about 75 million Americans are affected by heart disease and cancer disease kills too! The top ten causes of death in this country are, in order of highest to lowest mortality rate: heart disease, cancer, stroke, motor vehicle accidents, other accidents, influenza/pneumonia, diabetes, cirrhosis, suicide, and homicide. My reference for this information is the U.S. Center for Disease Control. AIDS doesn’t even come close to making this list, but our government is pouring in more money on AIDS research than any other diseases which are far more widespread and just as deadly! Too much is made of the AIDS problem and unfortunately at least 100 million people with other deadly diseases are affected by the AIDS scare.

Now that there are tests to screen out infected blood, the majority of AIDS cases are behaviorally related. These behaviors which make up an estimated 95 percent of all cases are homosexuality and intravenous drug users. AIDS is transmitted through the bloodstream. If a person is infected individual to another person’s bloodstream. It is difficult to catch through casual contact or hetero-sexual sex. This isn’t anti-any- thing; it is just the facts. Yes there are cases which claim they got it through their dentist or hetero-sexually, but those are extremely rare and most likely the person such as a Magic Johnson was a bisexual or had rough sex with bleeding being involved. I know, people get AIDS through blood transfusions, surgery, giving birth, etc., but the facts are drug users (intra- venous) and homosexuals are the main victims and transmitters of AIDS.

Since there is no cure we must use our brains and prevent this horrible disease from spreading. The following advice, if you follow it, will save your lives. First, you should get a blood test at least twice a year and make sure you are clean. Get to know your partner including name, number and AIDS test result. Practice monogamy. What’s wrong with one person, one love? Correctly use a condom, spermicide and non-oxynol 9. Don’t use drugs! Don’t practice anal sex or any sex where bleeding may occur. Finally, realize, you are mortal not invincible, be careful!

In other words, love, safe sex, safe behaviors and respecting yourself and others will save your life and will also help you lead a better life too. I forgot to mention the most important factor in avoiding AIDS, abstain from sex, it won’t kill you!
Weekend College Student Association Food Festival

By Ana M. Morata

On Fri., Nov.20, a Food Festival was held in the formal Dining Room of the Student Center. It was organized by the Weekend College Student Association, a Class II of the SGA. The goal of this event was to share a cultural experience and provide the opportunity for every­ one to taste different dishes from other countries. As an incentive to encourage the multi-cultural students of Weekend College to make specialties from their countries, prizes were offered for the three dishes judged to be the most flav­ orful. Margarita Alvarez, who hosts the cooking segment on the program " Buen Dia Nueva York" on Channel 41, was invited to be the judge.

Some of the countries and dishes represented were: "Pollo a la Pepitoria" (Chicken in a wine sauce) from Spain, "Salteño" (a type of soup with vegetables and meat) from the Dominican Republic, "Papas a la huancaína" (cold boiled potatoes served with a cream sauce) from Peru, "Burritos" and "Com Bread" from Mexico, "Aroz con coco" (Coconut rice) from Venezuela, "Moros y Cristianos" (rice with beans) from Cuba, "Thanksgiving Turkey" from the U.S., etc. All together there were 15 dishes representing 15 countries.

Oh Jesus Ma, don't make me sit at the kiddie table.

Thank you, thanks. Poultry day is almost upon us and a couple of days from now, well all be sitting around Aunt Bertha's dining room table (You know, the one with the big plastic orange table cloth surrounded by pseudomorphic figurines of naked cherubs with fig leaves over their ding dongs) slurping down Grandma's famous yam and liver soup discussing old Uncle Joey's latest hip operation. I know, you can hardly control your flaming desire to pack your roomate's Diet Coke last week.

When the kids tell you "Grandma, I haven't grown a foot since Christmas! Do you need any underwear this year dear? There's a sale at Marshall's and I simply must start shopping early this year. Your mother tells me you've pierced your ear again dar­ ling blah blah do you have a girlfriend yet blah blah blah are you getting a haircut soon blah blah blah...

"If you must know, I recently got a tattoo of Charley Manson on my chest, I'm dyeing my hair purple and I wear to Christ if you EVER buy me underwear again I will pluck the batteries out of your pacemaker and WASH THEM DOWN YOUR TROAT WITH BEN GAY!!"

There are, however, things to be thankful for this Thanksgiving. Here, compiled for your convenience, are the points that will provide the most pleasant vi­ sions of comfort and bliss during your time at the kiddie table this Thursday... So be thankful that:

1. Barbara Bush isn't house hunting in your neighborhood.
2. You're not a Jets fan.
3. Campus Police are so overwhelmed with crime that they don't have the gumption to arrest you for putting lime on your roommate's Diet Coke last week.
4. You're getting an automatic 4.0 because she crooked.
5. That kid down the hall is a chemistry major and has all the ingredients to produce Mack truck acid.
6. You didn't finish the General Mao's Chicken in the cafeteria on Tuesday.
7. There's a bathroom within running distance of the cafeteria.
8. Your mom's got a tattoo because there's nothing worse than standing at a urinal, face forward, wondering if you should make conversation with the guy peeing next to you or ask him gently to stop eyeing your penis.
9. You're a boy because its hard to imagine that construction guys out on the roof of the library really need those binoculars to "survey" College Ave. for potholes on those Indian Summer short skirts in the morning.
10. You didn't register to vote. You can't be blamed.
11. You have a significant other. There is a distinct lack of intelligent, pale, black-haired Mediterranean women roaming around.
12. Your mother thinks you're nifty keen-o. I mean, that's at least one person.
14. The College Senate voted yes on alcohol in the Rat. There will be less frat boys fighting in the Loop now.
15. This column is just about over.

Come Friday you can go back to your thankless, self-indul­ gent nature. But for one day it may be necessary to sooth and abash your brother for details.

On Wednesday, Nov. 25, 1992
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Peculiar People and Wiggles Wonders

Coming to you bi-weekly by Appetite Cotter

The Greek Weekly

Fundraising

Siga Delta Phi is having a bake sale on Dec. 1.

Alph Iota Chi is selling small pizzas for $1 and plastic boxes for $5.

ICF is selling "I Survived Kill-A-Keq" T-Shirts. See any fraternity if you want to buy one.

AXP is selling raffle tickets for a chance to win a Sega Genesis.

Thea Kappa Chi is selling Christmas novelties.

Social

12/3 Sigma Delta Phi and Alpha Chi Rho mixer.

12/3 Theta Kappa Chi and Zeta Beta Tau mixer.

12/4 Sigma Delta Tau semi­formal.

Philanthropy

AXP and Delta Phi Epsilon are going to a day care center to help build a fence for it.

Lambda Theta Phi will be conquering Mallory Hall for the Deskbusters Assignment #2.

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia holds a weekly bagel sale in McEachern Music building every Thursday morning. Proceeds will help to fund the Benjamin F. Wilkes Music Scholarship, to be awarded to an eligible male music student.

Alpha Iota Chi is selling pizza raffle tickets to win 10 free pizzas from Pizza 46. The tickets are $1 and are delivered free. For tickets call X5853 or see any brother of TKE.

Delta Epsilon Chi is selling Absolut Montclair shirts for $10.

Delta Xi is selling coupon books, save hundreds for only $10. Contact a brother for details.

Alpha Omega is selling M&M's, plain and peanut for $1 a box.

Deadline for events is Mon­day at 3:00 pm.
You can spend your holiday force-feeding yourself Aunt Hilda's canned cranberry sauce and creamed spinach or...

HEAD OUT TO N.J. HOTTEST GO-GO CLUB

SPANKY'S

290 Watchung Ave. • West Orange, NJ 07052
201-669-0333

FOR

THANKSGIVING GO-GO-rama

100 Top Dancers
Wednesday, Friday & Saturday Thanksgiving Week

"Giving you a reason to say Thanks!"

TUESDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT
$2 Drafts & Well Drinks w/ College I.D.
Wet T-Shirt/Best Boob Contest

SUNDAY & MONDAY FOOTBALL

Bring in this ad and receive a 2 for 1 Drink Special with College I.D. Limit one per Customer
Tell your folks a new Macintosh will help you succeed today as well as tomorrow. It shows you’re thinking ahead.

An Apple® Macintosh® computer is the one holiday gift that will help you work better and faster from one new year to the next. Because Macintosh is so easy to use. And thousands of software applications are available to help you with any course you'll ever take. There's even software that allows you to exchange information with computers running MS-DOS or Windows. In fact, Macintosh is the most compatible computer you can buy. And the advantages of Macintosh don’t end when school does — the majority of Fortune 1000 companies now use Macintosh computers. So ask your Apple Campus Reseller to help you choose which Macintosh to put at the top of your holiday gift list.

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future.

For further information visit

The College Store

Lower Level – Student Center Building

© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark, and Windows a trademark, of Microsoft Corporation. *Based on a survey conducted by Computer Intelligence, 1991.

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe. You have one night.

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So even when the subject matter’s dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar system faster, too.

Revive with VIVARIN™
Christina - I love you now....

Lois and Jo: Grab me again! Natty

Bobby- You have one week for a song! Luv. “N”

Who peed in the ice machine?

Sigma- With a little help from our friends

Kurt - Good luck in your Match on Saturday -Nicole

Hollywood- I love you. Thank you for Friday! Bunker

Jodi- Oh what a night!!!

Gamma Sigma- I love you! The best pledge class ever!!!

Joyc- I’m tellin’ you he’s a McGee! He’s definitely a McGee, man! Love, Lois

TL 19- You are the best- Love ya! TL 47

To My AO sisters and the Zeta Beta Pledge Class - Have a happy Turkey Day

Love, Nicole

Alicia- This is a generic birthday wish. Happy Birthday and may your wishes and dreams come true... Blah, blah, blah. Someone close to your heart

San- I got the Mots! Zinf

Jester (Sigma)- Do you have any Dead Sugar Magnolias? P.A.B. Love, Daisy

Kribbles (AKPsi)- “Darlin’ you look wonderful tonight” ?-?

San-slosh (AKPsi)- Help me! Help me! Fellow C.L. scholar

To the new Sisters of Tri Sigma- Jenny, Dana, Krisisa, Gina, Jill, Nicole, Liz, Kristine, Stacy, Heather, Debbie, Charlene, Tara, Melissa and Jen: Welcome to Sisterhood. You all did a great job!

Love, Michelle ZK 19

To all my Tri Sigma Sisters- Thanks for making my birthday the best one ever. I love every single one of you. Love, Michelle ZK 19

To my Sweet Peas- It was great being at the top but I’m ready to give up my title as gold medalist. I’ll pass my Chapstick down to the next one in line. I love you guys. Love, Michelle

Christine- Thanks for making my birthday great. You’re the best friend in the whole world. Let’s get that frame going! Love your sister, Michelle. PS Nice shoes!!!

Nic (Sally), Get yourself a date that has a job. -----Harry

Michelle (Tri Sigma)- I’m so happy your birthday was great too! bad we didn’t stop by Flah’s. Thanks for being the best- I love you! Love your best friend, Christine (Tri Sigma)

Baby, try to have fun at the shower, you were coming to the port. Thanksgiving won’t be the same w/out you.

Krisis (Tri Sigma)- I’m so proud of you- You’re the best little Ever. Make sure you give me that list. Maybe you can leave it in the mailbox. I love you, Love, your Big, Christine

Alpha class (Tri Sigma)- Congratulations! You guys are awesome sisters and I had the best time Saturday! Love, Christine ZK 14

Jill D. (Tri Sigma) You’re so sweet! Thanks for everything- you made my week! I love you! Christine (Tri Sigma)

Anne- Where’s Janet? Oh, she’s on Different Strokes. Love, Jen

Congratulations to the new Sisters of Tri Sigma. You all did a great job!

To my “suite” potatoes- “Oh no, my hair! They said my hair would grow back”! Your “suite” pea

Ane, Michelle and Christine- I had an awesome time this weekend! You guys are the best!

“Tommy Lovahl”- Ready- 123 Turn your head! Love, “Alice”

“Christmas”- Oh! I didn’t know you were his brother! “Jennifer”

Jenny (Tri Sigma)- You are the best Little in the world and I can’t wait till Dec. 11th! Love, Your Big

Jo K- TKE- TKE- TKE- E- Belleville is the place to be. Bubble breaks the phone at night. Soopy says that isn’t right. Spalding is the Iron man. Chuck plays drums for the band! For Joke (on the inside)!

Hey K-Manha- Don’t get nice! To 110C- Can our life get any more crazy!!! Sleepy

Kerri (SDT)- We must hit The Loop again! Amy (SDT)

Wayne- You are the best! Happy 4 months. Love, Jodi

Barry- Who would have thought I wish I could call 1-800-BANDAID? Robyn

3 Amianas (Sigma)- I love you! Love, Toast

Sigma- The best semi ever! Juniors- Get in the car!!! Sosy

Jeff- I love you!! Your Secret Admirer

Jenn- You did a great job at Boston! Love, All the Brothers of AKPsi

To Grendady (TPB)- Congratulations to you and all the new bros. G- I know you could do it. Babes (or should I say pluggs)? Luv ya!!!

RB Gloss (SDT)- Thanks for listening to me Sat. You’re a great friend and sister! Turtle (SDT)

Vanessa- I know Don’t show it but I really appreciate everything you do for me. Someday your kindness and generosity will be reciprocated. Scared? Love, Your roomie C.R.

Sigma- Awesome semi formal! We had a great time. Love, Your TKE dates

Gamma Tao (Sigma)- Can I just tell you DILLIGAP?? Love, Toast

Ouch- Cha ching! $$$ It’s getting real close.

Rocky (LTA)- You’re the best, but stay in your room so when I call we could talk. Casanot

Happy 18th Birthday Alicia

Kim, Brenna & Jess- Hi! I miss you guys. White Cloud

Liz- I hope you read these because I feel stupid enough about this but... I’d really like to get to know you better. --Very Interested. 

Hey Roomy! Go to sleep earlier next time you have Economics. Love your roommate, Alicia

Alicia R. You’re very special to me, Pocho

---Harry

Michelle (Tri Sigma) - I’m so happy your birthday was great too- bad we didn’t stop by Flah’s. Thanks for being the best - I love you! Love your best friend, Christine (Tri Sigma)

Baby, try to have fun at the shower, you were coming to the port. Thanksgiving won’t be the same without you.

Krisis (Tri Sigma) - I’m so proud of you - You’re the best little Ever. Make sure you give me that list. Maybe you can leave it in the mailbox. I love you, Love, your Big, Christine

Alpha class (Tri Sigma) - Congratulations! You guys are awesome sisters and I had the best time Saturday! Love, Christine ZK 14

Jill D. (Tri Sigma) You’re so sweet! Thanks for everything - you made my week! I love you! Christine (Tri Sigma)

Anne - Where’s Janet? Oh, she’s on Different Strokes. Love, Jen

To all my AO sisters and the Zeta Beta Pledge Class - Have a happy Turkey Day

Love, Nicole

Alicia - This is a generic birthday wish. Happy Birthday and may your wishes and dreams come true... Blah, blah, blah. Someone close to your heart

San - I got the Mots! Zinf

Jester (Sigma) - Do you have any Dead Sugar Magnolias? P.A.B. Love, Daisy

Kribbles (AKPsi) - "Darlin’ you look wonderful tonight"?-?

San-slosh (AKPsi) - Help me! Help me! Fellow C.L. scholar

To the new Sisters of Tri Sigma - Jenny, Dana, Krisisa, Gina, Jill, Nicole, Liz, Kristine, Stacy, Heather, Debbie, Charlene, Tara, Melissa and Jen: Welcome to Sisterhood. You all did a great job!

Love, Michelle ZK 19

To all my Tri Sigma Sisters - Thanks for making my birthday the best one ever. I love every single one of you. Love, Michelle ZK 19

To my Sweet Peas - It was great being at the top but I’m ready to give up my title as gold medalist. I’ll pass my Chapstick down to the next one in line. I love you guys. Love, Michelle

Christine - Thanks for making my birthday great. You’re the best friend in the whole world. Let’s get that frame going! Love your sister, Michelle. PS Nice shoes!!!
MSC-FDU basketball game will turn back the clock to 1952

by Keith A. Idee

The Mens basketball team will help Division 1
Franklin & Marshall College honor its winningest basketball
'1991-92. The team is led by returning seniors
Armando Nardone from Belleville, who
220 lbs.) in the 1991 All-American
Eberhardt (167 lbs. ) from Brick,
from Bound Brook, and Sean McLearie
and James Sloan from Belleville, who
coming off a 9-14 campaign in
week at MSC, wrestling is just
The head coach of the Red
wrestling team is no stranger
to anyone who follows the sport
here at MSC. Steve Strellner is in
his 14th season as head coach of
the wrestling team. Strellner, who
was an outstanding wrestler
himself, has been one of the main
reasons for the Red Hawks success.
His "hard nosed" wrestling tactics
relies heavily on a wrestler going
out there and "taking" the match
from his opponent. He has done an
excellent job in his years here. In
fact he has already led the Red
Hawks to a second straight match on Sunday,
in the season opener on
Wednesday, Nov. 18. MSC was
edged by Springfield, 19-18
at Kean College.

However, things got better on
Saturday, Nov. 21, as MSC ripped
NYU, 38-10. The Red Hawks
received quality performances
from Nardone, who won by pin in
3:04; Mike Flammer (142 lb.) who
won by pin in 4:43; Kurt Montayne
(167 lb.) who won by pin in 5:07,
and Jim Sloan, who won by pin in
3:13.

The Red Hawks won their
second straight match on Saturday,
Nov. 22 by shutting out King's
Point, 53-0.

Nardone, Castiglia, Flammer,
Joe Mancuso, Eberhardt,
and Sloan all won via pin.
On Saturday, Nov. 28 the
wrestling team will take on
Princeton away at 1 p.m. The Red
Hawks will then wrestle in the
Coast Guard Tournament on the
weekend of Dec. 4-5.

The event is being labeled
"Turn Back The Clock Night" and
will be played as if it is 1952-53.
The players and referees will
wear replica jerseys of that era.
The game will be played under
1952-53 rules. There will be no
shot clock and no three-point shots.

The contest will also feature
manual scoreboards and no
electronic devices will be used.
The public address announcer will
use a megaphone.

To get the full effect, all
coaches, athletic department
administrators, trainers and
cheerleaders will sport 1950's garb.

What's more enticing is that
ticket and refreshment prices will
be as they were in the 50's.
Admission will be 50 cents for
adults, and 25 cents for children.
Hot dogs and soda will be 25 cents
apiece.

During halftime, the 1952-53
FDU team that went 20-1 will be
honored. That team's head coach,
Dick Holub, who was also a long-
time FDU faculty member.

The featured speaker in what
should be a fun-filled evening for
everyone involved.

N.F.I. Picks: Week 12

George Calle, Managing Editor:

1. x-Dallas -14 1/2 over N.Y. Giants. The Giants are in bad shape. Cowboys will win big.
2. Kansas City -5 1/2 over x-N.Y. Jets. The Jets are terrible.
3. Miami +3 1/2 over x-New Orleans. The Dolphins will surprise the Saints in the Superdome.
4. x-Atlanta -5 over New England. The Falcons will soar.
5. Minnesota -2 1/2 over x-L.A. Rams. The Vikings are too tough for the Rams.

Rob Campos, Editor-In-Chief of The Anarchist Syndicate:

1. x-Dallas -14 1/2 over N.Y. Giants. The Giants don't look too good.
3. Miami +3 1/2 over x-New Orleans. A tough call, go with the AFC.
4. x-San Diego -3 1/2 over L.A. Raiders. Bob likes the Raiders, so don't take them.
5. Minnesota -2 1/2 over x-L.A. Rams. The Vikings (4-1 on the road) will pull out a tight one.

Keith A. Idee, Sports Editor:

1. N.Y. Giants +14 1/2 over x-Dallas. The Cowboys will win on Thanksgiving as usual, but
a two touchdown plus spread will be too much.
3. x-San Francisco -7 over Philadelphia. After the Eagles pathetic defensive showing against
the Giants, Steve Young, Jerry Rice and Ricky Watters must be licking their chops.
4. x-San Diego -3 over x-Indianapolis. This one will be over by halftime.
5. Minnesota -2 1/2 over x-L.A. Rams. The Vikings (4-1 on the road) will pull out a tight one.

Kevin Schwobelt, Prophet Bigg:

1. N.Y. Giants +14 1/2 over x-Dallas. Too many points.
2. Kansas City -5 1/2 over x-N.Y. Jets. Did you see the Patriots pound the Jets last week?
3. Chicago +4 over x-Cleveland. I don't care how many games they lose, still too much Diska.
4. x-Atlanta -5 over New England. The Pats winning streak will end at two.
5. L.A. Raiders +3 1/2 over x-San Diego. The Chargers will find out how good the Raiders are.

Bob Wintemute, Managing Editor of The Anarchist Syndicate:

1. x-Dallas -14 1/2 over N.Y. Giants. The Giants score a field goal, tops.
2. Kansas City -5 1/2 over x-N.Y. Jets. Did you see the Patriots pound the Jets last week?
3. Chicago +4 over x-Cleveland. I don't care how many games they lose, still too much Diska.
4. x-San Diego -3 1/2 over x-Indianapolis. Don't ask.
5. L.A. Raiders +3 1/2 over x-San Diego. Because Campos is a Mo-Mo Head.
6. Denver -6 1/2 over x-Seattle. On second thought, the Seahawks are the league's worst team.

x-denotes home team
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MSC grapples start season in impressive fashion

Red Hawks look to improve upon last year's 9-14 mark and fourth place NJAC finish

by Nicole Festa

Now that football season is over
here at MSC, wrestling is just
beginning. The wrestling team is
coming off a 9-14 campaign in
1991-92. The team is led by returning seniors
Armando Nardone from Belleville, who
finished seventh in his weight class
(126 lbs.) in the All-American
Competition, and James Sloan
from Fair Lawn who finished
second in his weight class
(177 lbs.) in the 1991 All-American
Competition. Other returning
seniors include Scott Castiglia (134
lbs.) in the 1991 All-American
Competition, and James Sloan
from Belleville, who
coming off a 9-14 campaign in
Here at MSC, wrestling is just

The head coach of the Red
Hawks wrestling team is no stranger
to anyone who follows the sport
here at MSC. Steve Strellner is in
his 14th season as head coach of
the wrestling team. Strellner, who
was an outstanding wrestler
himself, has been one of the main
reasons for the Red Hawks success.
His "hard nosed" wrestling tactics
relies heavily on a wrestler going
out there and "taking" the match
from his opponent. He has done an
excellent job in his years here. In
fact he has already led the Red
Hawks to a second straight match on Sunday,
in the season opener on
Wednesday, Nov. 18. MSC was
edged by Springfield, 19-18
at Kean College.

However, things got better on
Saturday, Nov. 21, as MSC ripped
NYU, 38-10. The Red Hawks
received quality performances
from Nardone, who won by pin in
3:04; Mike Flammer (142 lb.) who
won by pin in 4:43; Kurt Montayne
(167 lb.) who won by pin in 5:07,
and Jim Sloan, who won by pin in
3:13.

The Red Hawks won their
second straight match on Saturday,
Nov. 22 by shutting out King's
Point, 53-0.

Nardone, Castiglia, Flammer,
Joe Mancuso, Eberhardt,
and Sloan all won via pin.
On Saturday, Nov. 28 the
wrestling team will take on
Princeton away at 1 p.m. The Red
Hawks will then wrestle in the
Coast Guard Tournament on the
weekend of Dec. 4-5.
The Red Hawks were once

Women's swimming off to best start since 1987 behind star trio

by Karen Plumstead

The MSC women's swimming team is off to its best start since 1987. The Red Hawks currently sport a 3-1 record.

MSC's latest victory came over Kean College, 117-86 on Friday, Nov. 20.

Golden added to her winning list by taking the 100 yard butterfly with a time of 56.58.

Head coach Brian McLaughlin is extremely pleased with the performance of his women's team.

Women's hoops edged by Eastern Connecticut in tournament final, 55-53

by Lisa McCormack

The MSC women's basketball team dropped to 1-1 this weekend after losing to Eastern Connecticut, 55-53, in the final game of the Subway Tip-Off Tournament.

The Red Hawks were down 21-14 at halftime of a game that was close all the way through.

The Red Hawks continued to be one of our most versatile swimmers and she scored benefit our team.